Temporal envelope compensation for robust phoneme recognition using modulation spectrum.
A robust feature extraction technique for phoneme recognition is proposed which is based on deriving modulation frequency components from the speech signal. The modulation frequency components are computed from syllable-length segments of sub-band temporal envelopes estimated using frequency domain linear prediction. Although the baseline features provide good performance in clean conditions, the performance degrades significantly in noisy conditions. In this paper, a technique for noise compensation is proposed where an estimate of the noise envelope is subtracted from the noisy speech envelope. The noise compensation technique suppresses the effect of additive noise in speech. The robustness of the proposed features is further enhanced by the gain normalization technique. The normalized temporal envelopes are compressed with static (logarithmic) and dynamic (adaptive loops) compression and are converted into modulation frequency features. These features are used in an automatic phoneme recognition task. Experiments are performed in mismatched train/test conditions where the test data are corrupted with various environmental distortions like telephone channel noise, additive noise, and room reverberation. Experiments are also performed on large amounts of real conversational telephone speech. In these experiments, the proposed features show substantial improvements in phoneme recognition rates compared to other speech analysis techniques. Furthermore, the contribution of various processing stages for robust speech signal representation is analyzed.